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of Moisture on the Thermal
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ABSTRACT

This rePort urements atù
calculations of eratures, 4tù

heat flows in m thermal insu-

Iation.
Lhe measuremenls were made and analyzed in accor-

fber that was the subiea of the tests, the efea of moisture

on the thermal transmissivíty wos on the order of O'0O1

W/(m'K) within the hygroscopic range (moisture content in

imPlc model indicated
and calculated values

of temperatures and heat flows.

BACKGROT,'ND

As a result of the above, the Swedish National Testing

and Research Instin¡te (SP) has started work on gathering

experience of this type of tests. This report presents the

results of such work'fôr cellulose fiber loose-fill insulation.

THE TSO STAI¡DARI'

ISO/DIS l0 051 sets out the principles for deter-

mination of the thermal transmissivity of moist materials;

À*.\* is defined as the thermal transmissivity under

steady-state conditions, i.e., it is affected by the moisture

content but does not include the effects of moisture migra-

ration or condensation'
be used together with
conditions in building
rgin needed for various

materials i¡ different environments'
The standard assu¡nes that the measurements are made

the warm and cold sides.

The ISO standarcl draws attention to two complications

that occur in connection with measurement of moist

materials:

1. There is always some migration of moisture during

measurement a-s a result of subjecting the sample to a

temperature gradient. This means that the true moish¡re

to ensure that the effects of phase changes are negli-

gible or to determine their magnitude and apply correc-

tions for them.

For cellulose fiber thermal insulation, we chose to

perform the tests during what the ISO standard refers to as

Þh"se C, i'e., when moisture migration has ceased and

The Swedish National Board of Housing, Building and

Planning rules for approval of thermal insulation include

standard allowances for the effect of moisture on the

thermal transmissivity of the material. These allowances are

based on clata in the literature from various scientific

reports. As determination of the thennal transmissivity of
mòist materials is complicated, it is not un¡easonable to be

wary of the reli
certai¡ types of
board therefore
(i.e., with lower standard margins) if they can demonstrate,

by means of tests, that such values are justified. Therefore,

there is reason to develop methods of measuring the thermal

transmissivity of moist materials.
An ISO working group (IS0/TC163/SC1/IVG9) has

been engaged for some years in investigating the principles

of cletermination of thermal transmissivity of moist ruate-

rials. Its results have now been publishe<l as ISO/DIS 10

05 1, "Thermal Insulation-Moisture Effects on He¿t

Transfer-Determination of Thermal Transmissivity of a

Moist Material.' It is important, for continued development

of this ISO work, that the proposed principles be tested in
practical measurements.

Per lngvar Sandberg is head of the Division of Building Physics at the Swedish National
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Figure I The Jtow diagram from ISO/DP 10 051 that desctibes various Paths to lottow in order to determine \*' Patlu

I, II, ønd III are markcd.

ods have been used, and the results have been compared'

The temperature distribution in the sample has been

determined. The thermal transmissivity can be determined

both with and without knowing the temperature distribution'

A problem in co

distribution has

positions of the

distances from t

complemented the measurements of moist materials with

measurements of dry materials in the same test apparatus'

This procedure is described below'

fhe ISO standard specifies different ways of following

a flow diagram. Our evaluation compared three different

paths (see Figure 1).

Path I involves

. measurement of the moisture distribution'
o determination of the equation tr* : trdo * a

where

\ : thermal transmissivity for moist material'

w : moisture content.
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Path II involves

. measurement of moisture disttibution,

. measurement of temperature distribution,
o determination of À* as a frrnction of moisture content'

Path III involves

. measurement of temperature distribution,

. calculation of moisture distribution,
¡ determination of À+ as a function of moisture content'

$+r --

600 rnrn

Figure 2 The frame in which the materinl was loaded

during the tests.

TEMPERATURE FINELY.WO\ryEN
SENSOR FABRIC

SPACER
30x30x41 mm XPS

Fìgure i Positioning andfrxing of temperature sensors

lowest frame to protect the apparatus from condensation.

The Þmperature of the upper plate was about 20oC and that

of the lower plate about 0"C.
Steady-state heat flux conditions were achieved after

about one to two days. rWhen ste{idy-stÂte conditions had

been established, temperature distribution through the

sample was determined by reading the temperature-s indi-
cated by the temperature sensors embedded in tbe sample

and of the warm and cold plates. Table I shows the

indicated temperatures and the heat fluxes. The heat fluxes

past Þmperature sensors 1-3 have been linearly interpolated

between the measured heat flows at the warm and cold

plates.
The thermal transmissivity in each frame can be

calculated, assuming that esch of the temperature sensors is

correctly positioned, i.e', that the distance betweeu them is

41 mm (see Table 2)' All the values ought reasonably to lie
around the measured dry value for the entire sample. The

slight deviations can be safely accounted for by the fact that

the true thickness of the n¡,aterial in esch of the frames is

TABLE 1

Ternperature Distribution ("C) and Heat Flow (W/m2)
for Test of Dry Material

,I

In other words, the departure from the ISO standard is

(as mentioned above) the fact that in paths II and IlI, it is
not À* that has bee¡ determined but Ätr2¡or,s¡ : )t* - Idrr,
as a function of the moisture content.

ÎE' T SPECTMEN PBEPARATTOX

The material-a cellulose ñber intended for use as a

loose-fill insulation in roof spaces-was blown i¡to a card-

board box in the laboratory using & spray gun: tt was then

loaded by hand into test framas, as shown in Figure 2'
where it was distributed as evenly as possible.

The test frames have sides of extruded foamed poly-

styrene, with a bottom of thin, finely woven fabric. The

dånsity of the insulation (27 k/# dry density) was

checked by weighing. As used in the rest of this report,

"frame' shall be taken to mean the physicel frame itself, the

fabric bottom, and the filling of insulation under test.

Earlier experience had shown that it is essential to

know the positions of the temperature sensors with consi-

derable accuracy and to be certain that their positions do not

change while testing is in progress. Pt 100 temperature

sensors were therefore positioned at the boundaries between

the frames in the center of the measuring area (see Figure

3). Each sensor was secured to a steel wire, with thermal

contact mastic between it and the wire, and the wire was

then fastened to a spacer of extruded polystyrene, to ensure

a known, constant position for each sensor. The sensors

were calibrated with an accuracy of better than 0. 1 K.
After the material had been loaded i¡to the frames, the

frames were placed in a ventilated oven at a temperature of
?0"C to dry them out completely. After about a week, their
weights had ceased to change, and they were taken out and

quickly placed in a pile, one on top of the other, with a

plastic filrn placed on top of the uppermost frame.
Four frames were used, giving a total sample thickness

of 164 mm. As mentioned above, the outer dimensions of
the frames are 600 mm x 600 mm, and the measurement
area of the heat flow meter apparatus is 250 mm x 250
urm.

TE' TS OF DRT MATE

The stack of frames was loaded into the heat flow
meter apparatus. A plastic film was placed beneath the

Position TcmDcrature Heat flow

Wa¡mÞlate 20.09 4.46

Senso¡ I 15.07 449

Sensor 2 9.99 4.53

Senso¡ 3 s.05 4.56

Cold plate 0.03 4.59
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TÀBLE 2
Calculated Thermal Transmissivity (W/[m'Kl) for the

Material in Each Frame When Testing Dry Material

Frame Thermal

tmnsmissiviw

I 0.0365

1 0.0364

3 o.0317

4 0.0373

Enti¡e sample 0.0370

TABLE 3
Calculated Thermal Transmissiv¡ty (W/[m' Kl)

When Testing Dry Material
in an Earlier Project (Sandberg 1991)
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Figure 4 Heat flux at the upper and l.ower plates as a

fanaion of time when testing the moist mnte-
rial.

samples of the material were then taken from each frame

for determination of the moisture content (mass by mass)'

One sample was taken from the middle of the frame, i.e.,
in the measurement zone of the heat flow meter apparafus,

while the other sample was taken at the edge of the frame.

All eight samples were weighed, dried at 70 oC until

TABLE 4
Tanperature Distribution ('C) and Heat Flux

(W/m2) for Tests of Moist Material

Position TemDerature Heat flow

Wmolate 20.09 4.54

Sensor I r4-96 4.56

Senso¡ 2 9.88 4.58

Semor 3 4.98 4.60

Cold plate 0.08 4.62

uncertain. Each millimeter difference in thick¡ess is

equivalent to a difference of about 0'0O1 in the value of À
for the frame concerned. Errors in measurement of temper-

ature difference and heat flux rtsuit in a further uncertainty

of the same order of magnitude.
During an earlier project, the same material was tested

using a similar method (Sandberg 1991). The valuqs for the

dry material in that project are shown in Table 3. The

spread between the different frames is greater than for this

project because the temperature sensors were not fixed as

carefully in position and the thickness of the individual

frames was not so well defined.

TBSTS OF MOTST MATERIAL

After testing the dry samples, the stack of frames was

carefully removed from the apparatus withoutseparating the

individual frames, and water was sprayed onto the upper

surface as evenly as possible across the sample. The

qu¡ntity of water amounted to about 0. 110 kg, equivalent to

0.10 kg/kg for the entire stack of frames.

The stack was then reloaded into the heat flow meter

apparatus at the same temperatures as used for testing the

dry matorial. This time, it took almost a week for steady-

state conditions to be reached (see Figure 4).
Vy'hen steady-state conditions had been established,

temperature distribution through the sample was determined

by reading the temperatures of the sensors embedded in the

sample and of the warm and cold plates. Table 4 shows the

temperatures and the beat fluxes. The heat fluxes past

temperature sensors l-3 have been lineârly interpolated

between the measured heat flows at the warm and cold

plates.
The thermal transmissivity in each frame can be

calculated, assuming that each of the tem¡erature sensors is

correctly positioned, i.e., that the distance between them is

41 mm (see Table 5). The corresponding values from the

earlier project are given in Table 6. Note that the value for

each indivi<tual frame is uncertain, reflecting the uncertainty

in determining the thickness of the material in each frame'

The stack of frames was removed from the heat flow
meter apparatus and the individual frames separated. Two

ilt

Frme Grorrn I Group 2 Grouo 3

I 0.040 0.040 0.039

2 o_036 0_04r 0.037

J 0.034 0.034 0.038

4 o-o43 0.039 0.038

5 0.03s 0.035 0.037

Enti¡e samole o.o?74 o.o374 o.o?17
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TABLE 5
Calculated Thermal Transnissivity (W/[m'Kl)

for the l\,fsterial in Each Frame
When Testing Moist Material

Frame Thermal

tnnmilssiviw

I o-o3ó4

2 0.0369

3 0-o384

4 o-0386

Enti¡e sample 0.03?5

TABLE 6
Calculated Thermal Transmissivity

(W/tm'IÇ) for the Material in Each Frame
When Testing Moist Material in an Earlier Project

Frame Grom I Grouo 2 Grouo 3

I o.040 o.(Xl 0.038

2 0.037 o.M2 0.038

t 0.034 0.035 0.03R

4 o_0{4 o.039 0.040

5 0.036 0.035 0.039

Entirc samolc 0.0378 0.038r 0.038s

TABLE 7

Steady-State Moisture Contents (Mass by Mass)
in the Material in Each Frame (llg/lrg)

FmIm Ccnfrc Edsc

I 0.069 0.069

2 0.083 o 083

3 0.r01 0.099

4 0-165 0.162

where

r

steady-state conditions were reached, and then weighed

again. The moisture content was calculated; Table 7 shows

the results. The accuracy of the determination of moisture

content was estimated as better'tha¡ t 0.005 kg/kg.

The values show no significant difference between the

samples taken in thé center of the frames and those taken at

the edge, indicating that any horizontal migration of
noisture and loss through the frame can be ignored. The

messured mean moisture ratio in the middle of the frames

is 0.104 kg/kg. This value should be compared with the

emount of water added-O.10 kgftg.

EYALUATTON

The above ¡esults have been evaluated in thr.ee different
ways, referred to here as Paths I, II, and III.

P¡th I

The moisture distribution is determined (see Table 7).

Assuming that the relationship between thermal trans-

nissivity and the mass by m¡ss moisture content is linear
and that the temperature dependence of the therm¡l trans-
missivity is negligible,

¡r* =},ro+c ' u¡ (1)

where

I*: the thermal transmissivity of moist m¡terial,
V//(m.K);
moisture content, kglkg;
coefficient;
indication of any arbitrary frame.

The total thermal resistance of the sample c¡n be
expressed as the sum of the thermsl resistances of the
individual frames, i.e.,

Q = (twarm-I"ou)l}[4(\¿ry* o 'r,)] (2)

: heat flux through the sample, W/m2;
: temperature of the warm plate, oC;

: þmperature of the cold plate, oC;

: thickness of the respective frame, m.

q
t*or-
lcold
di

u
a
I

In this equation, tbe ¿ term is the only unknown, and

so the equation cån be solved lor it¡' ø has been determined
by trial and error in a spreadsheet program. The value of
heat flux used has been the mea¡ir value of the messured
fluxes at the warm and cold sides.

The value of the a term was found to b€ 0.005. Figure
5 shows X* as a function of the mass by mass moisture
content. For comparison, the figure also shows the results
from the earlier project, working with the same material
and evaluating it in the same way.

P¡th II

The moisture distribution is determined (see Table 7).
According to the ISO standard, the next step would be to
determine }.* for the various frames by means of the
measured temperatures and heat fluxes, in the same way as

was done for Table 5. However, as the actual thickness of
the frames is not known exactly, we decided to express )r,*

r" (\¿rr * a\rr¡¡), where the value used for À¿o is that
for the whole scack, as shown in Table 2, and where

52t
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0,'1

Mo¡sture æntenl, kgy'kg

This prolect Earlier Proiect

Frâmc &_, ¡*= 1*+Á1,"*.,

I -0.0001 0.0369

n 0.0005 0.0375

0.0007 0.0377

4 0.0013 0.0383

Enti¡e samPle 0.0005 0.0375

\* as afunaion of the mqss by mass moisture

content, calculated by Pøth I; valuesfromthis
projecî sn¿ an earlier Proied.

THEHMAL TRANSMISSIVITY
Path ll evaluat¡on

t

o

@

s7

37 o
0,1

Mo¡siure content, kg/Ïg

o2

Path l, ea¡lier proiect @
Path l, this Project

Path ll, this project

Fìgure 6 \* as afunclion of the mass by mass moisture

content, evaluated according to Path II'

Path lll

We startby determming aÀ¡no¡"r : X* - À¿O as above

(see Table 8).
We determine moisture distribution approximately by

assuming that moisture transport in the material can be

described bY the equation

8 = ôv 'dvtdx (3)

where

I : density of moisture florv rate, kg/(mz's);

ã : u"pooþ*eabilitY, '*tt ^
v : huriúdity by volume, kg/mr'

For the majority of insulating materials, this assumption

provides a good approximation of moisture transport for

moderate moisture levels. When moisture equilibrium is

achieved, the humidity by volume of the sample is constant

and equal to the saturation value at the cold plate' The

tempeiature distribution is known, and so the saturatiog

value of the vapor in each frame can be calculated' The

relative humidiiy in each fràme can also be calculated and

the mass by mass moisture content estimated from a

sorption curve. Figure 7 shows the principle of the various

steis, while Figure 8 shows the results after determination

of a sorption curve.
The values shown in Figure 8 are for absorption from

dry material (over a period of three weeks) and for desorp-

tion from a unss by mass moisture content of about 0'5

kg/kg (over a period of seven weeks)' Only one sample was

,rr"d-"t e¿ch value of relative humidity, which means that

the values may not be entirely reliable' Table 9 shows the

associated calculations.

NOTE: Instead of using humidity by volume ss the

driving force for moisture transPort, the partial pressure of

water-vapor can also be'used' This procedure gives the

same results.

THERMAL TRANSMISSIVITY
Path I evalul¡on

386

384

37

37

37

37

o,2

Fígure 5

TABLE t
Difference in Thermal Transmissivity for the Respective

Frames When Determining the Values Thereof for Moist

and Dry Material, aÇo¡sr = tr' - I¿,", W/(m'K)

ÀXrri"r is given by the difference of the values in Tables 5

-¿ Z (r"" Table 8). Since Table 8 shows the difference in

-""rrrr"d values between two sets of measurements' the

.-y*.",i" errors in temperature difference and hest flux

rí".1¿ be eliminated. Måst of the error due to uncertairity

oi ¿"r"r-in"tion of thickness is also avoided by using tbe

differences between the values'

Unfortunately, the effec: of the amount of moisture

added to this maierial is very slight and of the same order

as the measurement uncertainty' The relationship between

i* -¿ u as determined by the Path II evaluation is shown

in Figure 6, which shouldLe compared witb Figure 5' V/ith

itr" 
"î""ptioo 

of the value for Frame 1' agreement is very

good. The discrePancY

least partlY exPlained'

slighì settling of the ma

tenths of a millimeter) was

thematerialintheframeandthehotplatewasnolonger
;;;f*,. This increased' contact resistance affects the

calculated value of À*'

ilt
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t

Schematic lePresentat¡on of temper!|ur?'

,o,tui"t"¿ tumiairy by volume, humidiry by

volume, relative humidiry, atd mass by mass

moisture content.

O.7o

0,?o ÞES()PPlloN

ABSoePltoN

o therm¡l transmissivity )r* :
0.03? + 0.0002' w (W/m'K)

where

w:

5o loo

PEulrtuÉ Hoñtùt'rY, f o¡r

a¡ú covers a Period of seven weeks'

program was described in detail by Sandberg (1983)' The

model de.scribes singledimensional heat and moisturp

transport in a hot
of phase changes

aszumed that moi
vapor transport mechanisms in accorda¡¡ce with Equation 3'

The material characteristics that are used are as

follows:

0.ro

Fígure V

and e correct rt in order ùo

be able to e'sti ften lack both

these items that' in the

absence of meesured values, determination of the moisture

content by calculation must be regarded as a rough esti-

mate.

COMPI, TER CALCT'T.ÀTIONS

Simulations have been nrn, using I comPuter model' in

order to obtain a better r¡nderstanding of the moisture a¡d

temperature redistribution Prooesses oÔcurring during the

tests a¡rd to verify the validity of theoreticsl models' The

(4)

the m¡ss by volume moisture content of the m¡te-

rial in kg/m3.

TABLE 9
Estimate of Approximate Moisture Content Distribution

523

vs

v

q

u

Framcl Frame 2 Frame 3 Frame 4 Cold olate

17.5 L2.4 1.4 t< 0.1

Sdurarion humidity

bv volume, kq/m3

0.0149 0.0109 0.0080 0.0058 0.0049

Humidity by vôIumc,

kslm3

0.0049 0.0049 0.0049 0.0049 0.0049

Relative humidiN. % 33 45 61 84 100

Moistur€ coilcnt,

ks/ts. esdmated

0.0ó-0.07 0.07-0.09 0.08-0.11 0.17-0.21

Moisture content,

kslks- mcasured

0.07 0,08 0.10 0.r6
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The sorption curve is as shown in Figure 8 but approxi-

rnated !o two straight lines.

. Vapor permeability, ôr. The vaPor Permesbility for dry

to"ìe¡"t was taken t" ioo'tg-l 1aO% of the value of ô,

in air), with a quadratic incre¿se to 250 x 10-/ (ôv in

air) at the boundary of the hygroscopic zone' where the

.ói.tor" content is about 8 kg/m3' In previous calcula-

tions, these values have given acceptabie agreement

between c¿lculations and meesuremeots (seæ Sandberg

t19911). The high values that are needed for agreement

indicate that transport in the liquid phase (capillary

attraction) plays an important part in moisture trans-

port, which is not unexpected in a material of this type'

particulaily not at higher moisture contents'

Calculated values of the heat flow at the hot and cold

plates aró shown in Figure 9, from which it can be seen

ih"t 
"gr"t-"nt 

with measured valuas, es shown in Figure

+, is gooa. The messured values indicaæ a somewhat

úgher-heat flow at the cold plate during the-first few-hou¡s'

fñi, "* perhaps be partly explained by the fact that the

temperatuie of ìhe lower frames of the sample rises some-

what when the stack of frames is removed from the hot

plate apparatus and water is sprayed on the upper surface'-
' n 

"ã.p"rison 
of the cal rulated and measured values of

temperaturå di stribution indicaûe's good agreement' Fi gure

10 shows the measured values, and Figure 11 shows the

calculated temperatures at three different levels in the

sample.
Finally, we have also plotted the moisture distribution

as it changes with time (Figure l2)' Tendencies to a

temporary 
;storage" of moisture in the sample can be noted

before most of the moisture migrates to the cold side' This

is due to the fact that the gradient of the saturation value of

humidity by volume-and thèrefore also the humidity by

volume'gradient-is higher at higher temperatures' Vapor

transpoJ to the interioi of the sample is therefore higher

than transport out to the cold surface, with the result that a

temporary accumulation occurs' Kumaran (1988) has

-""t"ti simildr moisture distribution behavior in connec-

tion with measurement of moisture movement through

cellulose fiber insulation.

Figure 9 Calculated values of lwat.Ít's al the warm atú'

cold plates.

Figure 10 Measured temperatures in the sample'
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Figure 11 Calculated temperstures in the satnple
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Path III requires that

the actual temperature distributio¡ be measured with
high accuracy-with the test arrangement de.rcribed in
this report, an etror in position of 1 rnm (frame

thickness) or in value of 0.1 K can e¡ch result in an

error of ¡bout 2.5% or 0.001 in the value of \*;
moisture distribution be determined by calculation,

which requires a correct sorption curve and a gorrect

model of moisture transport in the material.

frgurt 12 Catculated moßture distibuion through the

sample øfier 12, 24, srtd 12O hours.

coNcLUsloNs

Within the hygroscopic range, the incre¿se in thermal

transmissivity of the cellulose fiber insulation material used

in this investigation was less than 0.001 tl//(m'K).
Three different ways of evaluating the results, as

described in ISO/DIS 10 051, have been used. All three

were practicable and subject to the advantages and draw-

backs described below.

Path I requires that

. I* increases linearly with moisture content;
o moisture distribution be determined with a certain

degree of accuracy. A random error of t25% should

c.ause an error in a of about l0%.

Path II requires that

Computer calculations using a simple model of heat and

moisture transport have shown acceptable agreement with
measured values.

Characteristic features of the material used in these

tests are that it is hygroscopic and that capillary attraction
plays an important part in moisture transport. In this

resp€ct, it differs from mineral wool, which is only very
slightly hygroscopic and in which capillary attraction is

negligible.
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the actual temperature distribution be measured with
high accuracy-with the test arrangement described in
this report, an error in position of I mm (frame

thickness) or in value of 0.1 K can e¿ch result in an

error of abotrt2.570 or 0.001 in the value of À*;
moisture distribution be determined by measurement.
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